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Abstract

Human Evaluation (HE) of automatically gen-
erated responses is necessary for the advance-
ment of human-machine dialogue research.
Current automatic evaluation measures are poor
surrogates, at best. There are no agreed-upon
HE protocols and it is difficult to develop them.
As a result, researchers either perform non-
replicable, non-transparent and inconsistent
procedures or, worse, limit themselves to auto-
mated metrics. We propose to standardize the
human evaluation of response generation mod-
els by publicly sharing a detailed protocol. The
proposal includes the task design, annotators
recruitment, task execution, and annotation re-
porting. Such protocol and process can be used
as-is, as-a-whole, in-part, or modified and ex-
tended by the research community. We validate
the protocol by evaluating two conversation-
ally fine-tuned state-of-the-art models (GPT-2
and T5) for the complex task of personalized
response generation. We invite the community
to use this protocol - or its future community
amended versions - as a transparent, replicable,
and comparable approach to HE of generated
responses1.

1 Introduction

Early attempts to evaluate automatic Natural Lan-
guage Generation (NLG) models using human
judges dates back to before the appearance of end-
to-end models (Jones and Galliers, 1995; Coch,
1996; Lester and Porter, 1997). However, due to the
expensive requirements such as training skilled an-
notators and the time-consuming nature of this eval-
uation, automatic metrics became the common eval-
uation criteria in several NLG tasks. Metrics such
as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), METEOR (Baner-
jee and Lavie, 2005) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) have
been used to evaluate the model performance in
machine translation and automatic summarization
tasks as inexpensive and rapid evaluations. After

1Link to the protocol and materials Repository

observing the reliability of these metrics for the
task they are designed for (if applied correctly),
they have been used to evaluate the models in other
tasks such as response generation. However, sev-
eral studies have shown that currently available
automatic metrics can not be good candidates for
evaluating a generated response (Liu et al., 2016;
Sai et al., 2022); these criteria co-relate poorly
with human judgement and are inadequate since
the generation is subject to trivial factors such as
coherency, fluency and grammatical structure, as
well as non-trivial factors such as appropriateness,
engagement, and user acceptance.

Human Evaluation (HE) is still the necessary ap-
proach to evaluate the generated responses (Smith
et al., 2022). With the development of crowd-
sourcing annotation platforms, conducting an HE
task is less expensive and more feasible than early
methodologies. Nonetheless, little attention has
been given to the assessment of the design of HE
task. Due to the lack of an agreed upon and stan-
dard protocol, HE tasks have been performed while
suffering from nontransparent procedures, non-
replicable and incomparable results, and unclear
resource allocations.

In this work, we propose to standardize the ex-
perimental methodology for human evaluation for
response generation models. We present a detailed
protocol to the community for this task, in order to
increase the comparability, replicability, and inter-
pretability of such evaluations among works and
domains. All the required steps and materials to
conduct a HE in a transparent and extendable way
(including task design, annotator recruitment, task
execution, and annotation reporting) are described
and shared with the community. The proposed pro-
tocol is domain-agnostic, language-independent,
and open to be extended to different versions and
standards. We invite the community to not only
utilize this protocol but also to improve and extend
it into referable and version-able standards for the
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HE task. In order to validate the proposed protocol,
we evaluate two conversationally fine-tuned state-
of-the-art models for the Italian language, based on
GPT-2 (De Mattei et al., 2020) and T5 (Sarti and
Nissim, 2022), for the task of response generation
in personal dialogues using knowledge grounding.

2 Literature Review

Earlier attempts to evaluate dialogue systems by
human judges considered user satisfaction as the
evaluation criterion (Walker et al., 1997). Despite
the introduction of automatic metrics and a research
direction aiming to better the metrics used for the
evaluation of dialogue models (Zhang et al., 2019;
Huang et al., 2020; Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020),
Human Evaluation (HE) is still the gold standard
for assessing the qualities of a generated response
and a generative model.

While the importance of the proper evaluation
of a dialogue model using human judges is well-
established in the community, how to perform such
evaluation is still an unsolved question (Smith
et al., 2022). As an outcome, countless HE tasks
have been presented and conducted in this domain,
resulting in non-comparable and non-replicable
results. Dialogue systems have been evaluated
with different granularity (turn-level vs dialogue-
level), different evaluation policies (single-model
vs pairwise-model, candidate-ranking vs. winner-
selection) and in different modalities (interactive
vs static) (Smith et al., 2022). The ambiguities in
HE tasks conducted so far have also been studied
by Belz et al. (2020), where the authors focused
on disentangling the characteristics of already con-
ducted HE tasks to increase the interpretability and
comparability of the evaluations and results. Fur-
ther inconsistency in the evaluations includes the
ambiguity in the criterion name, i.e. two criteria
with the same name assess two different qualities in
different works, whereas the same quality has been
named with various terms among works (Howcroft
et al., 2020). In addition to the aforementioned
works, this naming inconsistency can also be found
in the grounded generation literature (Zhang et al.,
2020; Wang et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2021; He-
dayatnia et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020) where a
criterion with the same name refers to two different
qualities and presents different definitions among
works.

An important factor for reproducing any crowd-
sourcing experiment is reporting the details related

to that experiment and its settings. This issue has
been studied by Ramírez et al. (2021), where the
authors identify the properties that researchers have
to provide to facilitate the reproducibility of any
crowd-sourcing experiments. The same problem
has been studied specifically for HE experiments
by Howcroft et al. (2020) where the authors iden-
tify the lack of reporting crucial details, and other
issues such as high levels of variation among the
evaluation procedures. Howcroft et al. (2020) fur-
ther stress the need for a standard and coherent
experimental design and terminology for the task
of HE in the community.

3 Proposed Human Evaluation Protocol

We propose to standardize the Human Evaluation
(HE) experiments through a referable and repli-
cable protocol to address the problems of non-
comparability and inconsistency in the literature.
Considering the complexity of designing and ex-
ecuting such evaluations, we unfold the task into
four main steps in order to study and analyze the
crucial aspects at each step. We aim to maximize
the reliability and replicability of the evaluation
while minimizing the task difficulty and complexity.
Our proposed protocol consists of four executive
steps, i.e. 1) Task Design; 2) Annotator Recruiting;
3) Task Execution; and 4) Reporting.

3.1 Step 1: Task Design
The first step is to design the evaluation task, which
can be characterized by the two aspects of eval-
uation and annotation characteristics. Defining
these characteristics clearly and transparently is
paramount to achieve replicability and comparabil-
ity among works and models.

3.1.1 Evaluation Characteristics
As the initial step, definition of the evaluation char-
acteristics of the task include the evaluation gran-
ularity, quality dimensions to evaluate and their
definitions, the questions to be asked to the annota-
tors, and the annotations format.

Granularity The evaluations conducted in the
literature can be categorized into two levels of gran-
ularity as dialogue-level, where the model is eval-
uated at the end of a complete dialogue, and turn-
level, where the model is evaluated based on its
output for a specific turn in the dialogue. Recent
works indicate that the turn-level evaluation is more
fine-grained since it captures errors such as con-
tradictions and response repetitions (Smith et al.,
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2022). Turn-level evaluation can be further cat-
egorized as absolute (single-model, or rating) or
comparative (winner-selecting, or ranking). In this
protocol, we evaluate the models at the turn-level;
and in order to avoid biasing the annotators with
the quality of other candidates which may result in
an unintentional pick-the-best response, we eval-
uate the candidates using the absolute setting (i.e.
presenting one candidate per time for each dialogue
history). In this way, the performance quality of
each model is evaluated independently and we can
obtain a model-specific list of limitations and error
signals. Furthermore, the ground truth turn is also
provided as a response candidate to the annotators,
representing a point of reference.

Quality Dimensions We include four criteria in
this version of the protocol, based on the most com-
mon errors and qualities for an end-to-end response
generation model. Nevertheless, the proposed pro-
tocol can be extended to other criteria and quality
dimensions. The proposed criteria and their defini-
tions are as follows;

• Appropriate whether the proposed response
candidate makes sense with respect to the
dialogue history; and to investigate if it is
a proper continuation of the given dialogue
(thus coherent).

• Contextual whether the proposed response
candidate contains references to the dialogue
context (thus not generic); and to investigate
whether the response refers to non-existing
or contradicting information (such as model
hallucination).

• Listening whether the speaker of the proposed
response is following the dialogue with atten-
tion (note that generic responses are also in-
dicating that the speaker is not following the
dialogue).

• Correct whether the response candidate is
correct considering the grammar, syntax and
structure of the response.

Questions One of the important details, which
is usually missing in the evaluation reports in the
literature, is the formulation of the questions the
annotators are prompted for the quality of the re-
sponses. The questions must be designed in a clear
and neutral form in order to avoid any possible bias
while addressing the important factors evaluated
by each criterion. We present the questions de-
signed to evaluate the responses in each dimension
in the Appendix, Section A (The protocol can be

expanded to other dimensions used by adding the
corresponding criteria and questions).

Decisions For each criterion, the annotators are
asked to select an answer from a 3-point Likert
scale modeled as positive (eg. Correct, Appropriate
), negative (eg. Not Correct, Not Appropriate), and
"I don’t know". The purpose of the third choice, "I
don’t know", is to avoid forcing non-deterministic
and error-prone judgements on one of the other two
options. That is, the non-expert annotator (in some
cases nor the expert annotator) may not be able to
make a deterministic decision due to the residual
and inevitable ambiguity of the annotation task.

Explanations In order the obtain better insights
into the capabilities and limitations of the models,
we ask the annotators to explain their judgement
by pointing out possible errors or rightness of a
response. The explanation is asked for three of the
criteria (listening is excluded) and mostly when the
response is negatively evaluated or the annotator
is not sure ("I don’t know."). In order to intro-
duce the minimum amount of cognitive workload
to the task, the annotators are asked to explain their
judgement for each response right after evaluating
a response candidate, through predefined options to
select from, and/or free text. The list of predefined
explanation options to select from and the cases
for which the explanation is asked is presented in
Table 1.

3.1.2 Annotation Characteristics
Another principal aspect of HE experiments is the
annotation characteristics. Despite the importance
of this aspect and its influence on the resulting
quality, little attention is given to the careful design
of the HE annotation task.

We can model the annotation task as the inter-
actions of the human (in our setting the annotator)
with a task system (the evaluation). From the be-
ginning of the task, the annotator tends to create a
Mental Model of the task according to the proper-
ties and information she/he is presented to (Moray,
1998). One of the main causes of issues in such
settings is the gap between the user’s and the de-
signers’ mental model (Norman, 1988; Xie et al.,
2017). Furthermore, studies show high levels of
cognitive workload in a task reduce the humans’
ability to retrieve and exploit knowledge while re-
ducing the mental workload helps to reduce the
frequency of errors (Leveson, 2016; Zenati et al.,
2020; Ramírez et al., 2021). Therefore, it is nec-
essary to carefully design the annotation task to
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Quality 
Dimension

Annotators’  Decision Quality 
Sub-dimensionValue Explanation Options 

Appropriateness

Appropriate
❏ “The proposed response is coherent with the dialogue context.” Coherence
❏ Add free form text explanation -

Not Appropriate
❏ “The proposed response is not coherent with the dialogue context.” Incoherence
❏ Add free form text explanation -

I don’t know ❏ Please Add free form text explanation (required) -

Contextualization
Not Contextualized

❏ “The response is generic or does not contain any explicit or implicit 
reference to what it has been said in the dialogue context.” Genericness

❏ “The response is not consistent with the information contained in the 
dialogue context.” Hallucination

❏ Add free form text explanation -
I don’t know ❏ Please Add free form text explanation (required) -

Correctness
Not Correct

❏ “The response contains grammatical errors.” Grammaticality
❏ “The response contains one or more parts that are repetitive.” Repetition
❏ Add free form text explanation -

I don’t know ❏ Please Add free form text explanation (required) -

Table 1: The explanation options provided to the annotators to support their decisions. The annotators can select
predefined option(s) and/or write a free form text. Each explanation option refers to a sub-dimension which is used
as interpretations for the result analysis. The sub-dimensions are not presented to the annotators.

ensure a controlled level of cognitive workload
throughout the task and minimize the possibility of
misunderstanding or ambiguity for the annotators
by using well-explained guidelines, a simplified
User Interface, and a clear annotation process.

Guidelines & Examples An important resource
in crowd-sourcing annotation tasks is the guide-
lines, which have the objective to introduce the
task to the annotator and instruct them about the
process. The task guidelines and the examples must
be written with a clear and simple structure in order
to minimize possible ambiguities for the annotators
and help them form a mental model in line with
the one of the task designers. The examples should
be carefully selected to point out the possible am-
biguities and difficulties during the annotation and
to help the workers get familiar with the task. Our
task guidelines include an introduction to the task,
the definition and description of each criterion and
corresponding answer sets, as well as examples
of various scenarios and annotations. The com-
plete format of this version of our guidelines can
be found on repository.

User Interface We designed and implemented
a User Interface (UI) for the task of Human Eval-
uation, with the objective of an easy-to-use and
intuitive platform that is extendable to other ver-
sions of the evaluation. A complete description of
the UI is presented in Appendix, Section C.

Internal Pilots Internal pilots can provide reli-

able feedback about the difficulty/subjectivity of
the task, the amount of time required to perform
the task, and a threshold for the expected output
quality of the task if done correctly. Internal pilots
also help to detect and resolve possible ambiguity
and issues in the task and its materials prior to the
main task.

3.2 Step 2: Annotator Recruitment

After designing the task, we need to recruit the re-
quired number of annotators to perform the task. In
most cases the annotation is done through crowd-
sourcing. In that case, there are several aspects
involved in the process of recruiting the crowd-
workers that can affect the outcome quality includ-
ing the sampling policy, the qualification, and the
compensation.

Sampling In order to obtain reliable results, it is
important to recruit the annotators from the correct
target group. Selecting the annotators in the litera-
ture has been mostly conditioned by prerequisites
such as location, language fluency, and level of ed-
ucation. Further, Mousavi et al. (2021) studied the
impact of domain expertise in a domain-specific
annotation task.

Qualification Karpinska et al. (2021) observed
that when the annotators are sampled from workers
in crowd-sourcing platforms, sampling conditions
are not adequate as they may be fulfilled inappropri-
ately (for instance the use of VPNs to fake a certain
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location). Therefore, in addition to the mentioned
prerequisites, it is essential to set up a qualifica-
tion task for the workers. The qualification task
helps the task designers to filter out contributors
with low-quality performance and helps the crowd-
workers to get familiar with the main task and the
UI.

Compensation Proper compensation is an im-
portant extrinsic factor that can affect the perfor-
mance of crowd workers, and the time it takes for
the job to be selected and worked on by the work-
ers (Mason and Suri, 2012; Whiting et al., 2019;
Ramírez et al., 2021). Therefore, it is crucial to es-
timate properly and fairly the time and complexity
needed to complete the task and set a fair wage in
order to ensure a proper compensation.

3.3 Step 3: Task Execution

The execution of the main task is subject to con-
tinuous control of the progress and quality. In this
phase, the agreement level among the annotators
can indicate whether the outcome quality is main-
tained throughout the task. Sudden drops or jumps
in the agreement level can be due to unbalanced
difficulty among batches, or a low-quality contrib-
utor. While the former should be addressed using
stratified sampling when designing the task, Ric-
cardi et al. (2013) observed that providing real-time
feedback to the annotators helps them to recover
their mistakes and improve their performance for
the upcoming tasks.

3.4 Step 4: Annotation Reporting

Howcroft et al. (2020) highlights the lack of a stan-
dard for reporting the description and the results of
HE experiments and points out the need for proper
reporting of the evaluation details and results anal-
ysis. Furthermore, Ramírez et al. (2021) stresses
the importance of reporting the crowd-sourcing ex-
periment in a proper and standard way in order
to facilitate replicability of the experiment and re-
producibility of the results. In this protocol, we
provide a checklist of aspects and elements that are
necessary to be reported along with the final results
in order to ensure a clear and transparent presen-
tation of the protocol and possible outcomes. The
characteristics of the task that should be reported
are:

• Evaluation granularity (dialogue-level vs.
response-level, comparative vs. absolute)

• Quality dimensions, their definitions, and cor-

responding questions
• Annotation format (item selection, free form

text, ranking, rating, etc.)

While the details regarding the recruitment of
the crowd-workers include:

• Sampling criteria, the description of qualifica-
tion task and acceptance\rejection criterion

• Number of workers recruited

Besides the mentioned details, there are certain
statistics related to the execution of the evaluation
task and its final outcome that should be reported
to increase the credibility of the results. These
statistics include:

• Annotators participated in the study
• Samples annotated in the study
• Votes per each sample
• Inter-Annotator Agreement level & the metric

used
• Workload allocated per annotator
• Demographic of the annotators
• Resource Utilization (time to perform the task,

payment to the annotator, crowd-sourcing plat-
form)

4 Validation of the Protocol

We validate the proposed protocol by evaluating
two response generation models for the task of
personal and grounded response generation. For
this purpose, we fine-tuned two of the state-of-
the-art Pre-trained Language Models (PLMs) for
the Italian language. The first model fine-tuned is
iT5 (Sarti and Nissim, 2022), which has the same
architecture as T5 PLM (Raffel et al., 2020), pre-
trained on a large Italian corpus. We used iT5-Base
which consists of 12 layers per stack (encoder or de-
coder) with 220M parameters. The second model
fine-tuned in this work is GePpeTto (De Mattei
et al., 2020) which is a decoder-only autoregressive
PLM based on GPT-2 small (Radford et al., 2019),
for the Italian language. The model consists of
12 layers of decoder and byte-pair encoding, with
117M parameters.

The fine-tuning of the two models was done us-
ing the dataset of Follow-Up dialogues collected
by Mousavi et al. (2021). This dataset is a collec-
tion of dyadic conversations about personal events
and emotions the narrator has experienced while
the listener tends to respond with personalized and
helpful suggestions. The dialogues in this data set
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are based on a personal narrative about the same
event and participant that the narrator has shared
prior to the dialogue. We fine-tuned the models
with and without grounding the generation on the
corresponding narrative for each dialogue via the
same approach used by Zhao et al. (2020). In our
setting the knowledge selection module is not re-
quired since the correct narrative for each dialogue
is deterministic.

iT5-Base was fine-tuned using AdaFactor opti-
mizer (Vaswani et al., 2017) and early stopping wait
counter equal to 3, with batch size and dialogue his-
tory window equal to 4. GePpeTto was fine-tuned
using AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2017) and early-stopping wait counter equal to 3,
with batch size and dialogue history window equal
to 2. For fine-tuning the models 80% of the dataset
was used, while 10% was used as the validation set
for early stopping and parameter engineering and
the rest of the data, unseen 10%, was used as the
test set (the splits were sampled at dialogue level to
ensure no history overlap among splits). The auto-
matic evaluation of fine-tuned models is presented
in Table 3.

4.1 Implementation of the HE Protocol

We implemented the proposed protocol to evalu-
ate the performance of the two models by human
crowd-workers.

Task Design We followed the Task Design step
explained in subsection 3.1 closely. We then sam-
pled 42 different dialogue histories from the fine-
tuning test set (approximately 50%) for the eval-
uation (the length of histories varies from 2 to 4
turns) and sampled the responses of all models for
each dialogue. We conducted two internal pilots
using 5 dialogues with 3 internal experts (the ex-
perts were not involved in the design of the task), as
well as 3 internal non-expert annotators. After each
pilot, the feedback of both groups was collected
and few refinements were made to the UI and the
guidelines.

Using the feedback obtained from the internal
pilots regarding the difficulty of the task and the
amount it takes to annotate the samples, we pre-
pared the annotation batches so that each batch
consists of approximately 10 dialogue histories of
4 turns in average, with 3 response candidates (in-
cluding the ground truth) to evaluate for the next
turn. During the internal pilots, each batch of 5
dialogues took an average of 15 minutes for the

non-expert annotators. Therefore, we set the aver-
age required time to 35 minutes and the maximum
time possible to annotate a batch to 90 minutes, in
order to factor in the possible lower pace of non-
expert annotators.

Recruiting Crowd-worker We used Prolific
crowd-sourcing platform2, and selected the crowd-
workers using the following prerequisites:

• Location: Italy
• Gender Distribution: Available to All
• First Language: Italian
• Minimum Approval rate: 95%
• Minimum complete submissions: 20 jobs
• Education: Available to all
• Expertise: Available to all
In addition to the sampling policy, the annotators

were asked to perform a qualification task. The task
consisted of evaluating the response candidates for
5 dialogues (same dialogues used in the internal
pilots) in an identical setting to the main task. We
considered the Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA)
of the internal non-expert annotators calculated by
Fleiss’ κ (Fleiss, 1971) as the threshold (0.21).
In order to qualify each worker, we computed the
agreement level among the internal annotators and
the worker and if it was above the threshold, the
worker was qualified for the main task.

Based on the workload and the estimated time re-
quired for the task, we set the wage as 4.67 pounds
for 35 minutes, equal to 8 pounds per hour3. In this
protocol, qualified crowd-workers were also paid
for the qualification task.

4.2 Annotation Statistics
In total, 40 workers participated in the annotation
task and 35 of them were qualified. The 42 sam-
ples to annotate were distributed in two batches of
11 and two batches of 10 samples. Each batch is
annotated by 7 annotators and the annotators spent
an average of 19 minutes for the qualification batch
and 45 minutes for annotating the main batches. In
addition to the decided compensations, one anno-
tator was rewarded a bonus of two pounds since
he/she informed us about an unexpected bug in the
UI via email.

2Prolific: https://www.prolific.co/
3Prolific’s Payment Principles mandates a fair and ethical

payment to the workers with the minimum of 6 pounds (8
dollars) per hour. While deploying the study on the platform,
the task owner is prompted with recommended payment level
for the study, for which our payment of 8 pounds per hour was
labelled as "Good".
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Models Inter Annotator Agreement Level measured by Fleiss’ κ
Appropriateness Contextualization Correctness Listening IAA per Model

GePpeTto 0.27 0.14 0.64 0.15 0.32±0.10

+Knowledge 0.42 0.22 0.36 0.27 0.36±0.11

iT5-Base 0.24 0.19 0.06 0.18 0.27±0.04

+Knowledge 0.18 0.03 0.30 0.21 0.19±0.06

IAA per 0.30 ±0.10 0.15±0.05 0.41±0.20 0.23±0.07
-Dimension Fair Poor Moderate Fair

Table 2: The Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) level calculated by Fleiss’ κ. The last row and last column represent
the average IAA (and the standard deviation) per each of the criteria and each model, respectively. The low IAA on
Contextualization indicates the high level of complexity and subjectivity in this criterion. In contrast, the moderate
level of IAA is achieved over Correctness criterion, suggesting a lower level of subjectivity in the judgements.

Models Automatic Evaluation Human Evaluation
nll ppl Appropriateness Contextualization Correctness Listening

Ground Truth - - 100.0% 97.62% 97.62% 97.62%
GePpeTto 2.76 15.84 66.67% 69.05% 83.33% 64.29%

+Knowledge 2.79 16.33 59.52% 57.14% 83.33% 57.14%
iT5-Base 2.05 7.79 66.67% 73.81% 100.0% 66.67%

+Knowledge 2.04 7.70 80.95% 80.95% 85.71% 76.19%

Table 3: The automatic and human evaluation outcome of the fine-tuned models. The results are obtained by majority
voting. The evaluations indicate that grounding mostly improves the performance of iT5 Base, while it worsens
GePpeTto’s performance. Note that the perplexity can not be compared among models since the pre-training data
and thus the vocabulary distributions are not identical.

During the execution of the task, we calculated
the agreement between each pair of annotators us-
ing Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) as well as the
agreement among all annotators in the same batch
using Fleiss’ κ (Fleiss, 1971) metrics. We further
calculated the agreement among all annotators on
strong judgements, by removing items that were
labelled as "I don’t know." by at least one annotator.
Despite little fluctuations in the agreement level,
no low-quality contributions were detected and the
agreement level on different batches was consistent
throughout the evaluation.

Table 2 presents the average Inter Annotator
Agreement (IAA) measured by Fleiss’ κ. The
agreement is calculated per each model and cri-
terion in each batch (for the 7 annotators who anno-
tated the batch) and averaged over all batches. The
results indicate that Contextualization and Listen-
ing are the two criteria with the highest levels of
subjectivity and complexity. In contrast, high IAA
over Correctness suggests that it has been easier
for the annotators to assess the grammatical and
structural aspects of the response samples.

4.3 Evaluation Results

Table 3 presents the results of the HE based on
the majority voting for each model. While the
grounding generally improved the performance of
iT5-Base, it worsened the performance of GeP-
peTto in all aspects. Nevertheless, it introduced
grammatical and structural errors in iT5-Base out-
put. Moreover, grounding did not improve GeP-
peTto to generate more contextualized responses.
While grounded iT5-Base outputs were evaluated
the highest among the models, there is still a huge
gap to reach the quality of the ground truth. This
matter shows the complexity of generating an ap-
propriate and contextual response in personal dia-
logues.

Figure 1 represents the sub-dimension errors that
the annotators selected to explain their negative
votes on the response candidates. The explanation
option corresponding to each error is presented in
Table 1. The figure is obtained by considering all
the votes of the annotators on every response sam-
pled from the models (each response is evaluated
by 7 annotators, thus 294 votes in total). There-
fore, for instance, while iT5-Base achieves 100%
of "Correctness" by majority voting, there are 7
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Figure 1: The sub-dimension errors selected by the annotators for the explanation of negative judgements in each
criterion. Each bar represents the percentage of the times the error category (x-axis) was selected as the reason to
reject the output of the corresponding model. The figure is obtained by considering all the votes (i.e. not majority
voting). Note that the labels are not mutually exclusive.

cases (out of 294) where the annotators labelled
it as "Not Correct"; the selected reason in 4 cases
was grammatical error and in 3 cases a repetition
in the response.

These results indicate that, regardless of the
model, while grounding reduces the cases that a
response is labelled as "Not Contextualized" due
to being a Generic response, it increases the cases
of Hallucination problem with almost the same
proportion. Nevertheless, the percentage of cases
where a response is labelled as "Not Appropri-
ate" due to being Incoherent is not affected by the
grounding technique and all models suffer from
this error equally. Furthermore, we observe that
grounding slightly increases the cases in which
a response by GePpeTto is labelled as "Not Cor-
rect" due to errors related to Grammaticality, while
it considerably reduces the cases of Repetition in
such responses.

In addition to the pre-defined explanations, in
a few cases the annotators also provided us with
free-form explanations. Specifically, in 10% of the
cases in which the model outputs were labelled as
"Not Correct", the annotators provided us further
explanations to indicate the exact grammatical er-
ror such as punctuation or subjunctive errors (Con-
giuntivo in Italian). In 5% of the times in which
the model responses were considered "Not Con-
textualized" the annotators pointed out the exact
part of the response which is mentioning a wrong
event/participant, or is in contradiction to the dia-

logue history. Lastly, in 10% of the cases where
the response candidate was evaluated as "Not Ap-
propriate" the annotators provided explanations to
highlight the exact segment of the response that is
not right or is ambiguous.

5 Conclusion

While Human Evaluation is the necessary method-
ological step in the assessment of response gener-
ation models, there is a lack of a standard. This
deficiency has resulted in often ambiguous, incom-
parable and non-replicable published experiments.
In this work, we aim at addressing this problem
by sharing a complete methodology for evaluat-
ing generated responses using human judges. We
publish the first version of the protocol and all its
materials to the community. The expectation is to
engage them to utilize, extend, and complement
this protocol into further versions and a transparent
resource that can be publicly accessed. The ulti-
mate goal is to engage the community to consider
HE as an important topic of research. The complete
protocol and supporting materials can be found in
a public repository (including the guidelines, task
design, the UI, and the analysis scripts).
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Appendix

A Questions

Dimension Question Answer Option Option Definition

Appropriateness
Is the proposed 

response candidate 
appropriate?

Appropriate
The response makes sense and it can be the natural continuation of the 
shown dialogue context.

Not Appropriate The response does not make sense in the current dialogue context.

I don’t know
The candidate contains some elements which make sense with respect 
to the dialogue context, but some that do not.

Contextualization

Does the proposed 
response contain 
references to the 

context of the 
dialogue?

Contextualized
The candidate contains implicit or explicit references to the dialogue 
context.

Not Contextualized
The candidate doesn’t contain any reference to the dialogue context, 
or contains references that are incoherent with the dialogue context.

I don’t know
The response contains some references to the dialogue context, but 
contains other references that are not clear or relevant.

Listening

In the proposed 
response candidate, 

how much do you think 
person A is listening to 

person B?

Listening
Speaker A is listening with attention to speaker B and follows the 
dialogue.

Not Listening Speaker A seems not to pay attention to what speaker B is saying.

I don’t know It is unclear if speaker A is listening to speaker B or not.

Correctness
Is the proposed 

response grammatically 
correct?

Correct The response does not contain any type of grammatical or structural 
error, any repetitions, misspellings or any other types of error.

Not Correct The response contains some grammatical or structural errors such as, 
repetitions, misspelling, any other types of error.

I don’t know It is hard to identify if the response contains errors or not.

Table 4: The questions and possible answer options presented to the annotators for the evaluation of the response
candidates in this version of the protocol. The complete version of the option definitions is presented to the
annotators in the guidelines.
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Contextualization Correctness Listening
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Figure 2: The human evaluation of the models in each criterion by considering all the votes (i.e. not majority voting).
Each bar represents the percentage of the times the corresponding model was labelled positively by the criterion on
x-axis. While Table 3 is obtained by majority voting, this figure is obtained by considering all the annotators votes
on the response samples (i.e. not majority voting). iT5-Base variations outperform GePpeTto variations, regardless
of the presence of grounding.
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C User Interface

Figure 3: Throughout the task, a short version of the guidelines is always presented to the annotator with the
possibility to access the complete version via hyperlinks. During the evaluation, the corresponding dialogue context
is shown to the annotator on the left, while the criterion question and the proposed response candidate are presented
on the right, along with the name of the dimension, the definition of the dimension, and the possible decision values
and their definitions. In order to reduce the cognitive workload of the annotators, all candidates for a specific
dialogue context are evaluated one by one for the same criterion after one another (i.e. the annotator evaluates all
the candidates of the presented dialogue history for criterion A, and then all the same candidates regarding criterion
B). In this way, the left side of the UI (dialogue history) remains unchanged so that the annotator does not have to
go through the dialogue history several times, and focuses on each evaluation metric per sets of response candidate.
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